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Tässä tutkielmassa tarkastellaan kasvojen ja kohteliaisuuden käsitteitä yleisesti sekä kuinka
kulttuurisidonnainen kohteliaisuus rakentuu suhteessa kasvojen käsitteeseen eri kulttuureissa,
eritoten läntisten kulttuurien ja Kiinalaisen kulttuurin välillä. Kulttuurin, kasvojen ja
kohteliaisuuden suhdetta toisiinsa lähestytään kahdessa osassa. Ensiksi, kuinka kulttuuri
vaikuttaa kasvojen käsitteeseen ja toiseksi kuinka kasvojen käsite vaikuttaa
kohteliaisuuskäyttäytymiseen. Tästä on suoraan johdettavissa tutkielman hypoteesi, jonka
mukaan kasvojen käsite on yksi hyvin tärkeä yhdistävä tekijä kulttuurin ja kohteliaisuuden
välillä, ja että siten kulttuurisidonnainen kohteliaisuuskäyttäytyminen on hyvin riippuvainen
samanpohjaisesta kulttuurisidonnaisesta kasvojen käsitteestä.

Aiheeseen liittyvää teoriaa tarkastellaan molemmissa kulttuuripiireissä, sekä perinteisen
että modernin tutkimuksen kannalta. Näiden sekä internetpohjaisen kyselytutkimuksen
tulosten perusteella päädyttiin lopputulokseen joka joltain osin tukee hypoteesia. Kuitenkaan
tulokset eivät ole suoraan yleiselle tasolle siirrettävissä, mutta tutkielmassa ehdotetaan
kulttuurintutkimuksen ja kohteliaisuustutkimuksen mahdollisesti hedelmällistä yhteistyötä
kasvotutkimuksen kautta. Kulttuurisidonnaisten käsitteiden avaaminen katsotaan myös eduksi
vieraan kielen opetuksessa sekä kulttuurienvälisessä kanssakäymisessä.
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1. Introduction

This thesis will take a look at how the concepts ‘face’ and ‘politeness’ in general and culture-

specific polite behaviour in relation to face is construed across different cultures, more

specifically in practise, between western cultures (for example the United States) and Chinese

culture. The three-pronged topic of culture, face and politeness will be approached from two

perspectives that form also our research questions, the first half being the relationship of

culture and face and the second being the relationship of face and politeness. From that then

follows our hypothesis: that the construct of culture-specific face is the major linking factor

between culture and politeness, e.g. that culture-specific politeness depends largely on

culture-specific face.

The theoretical  foundation for the research will  be laid out in two major stages,  firstly

covering the more traditional and groundlaying classic approaches to face on both sides of the

cultural divide, and secondly focussing on the more modern theoretical offerings of current

researchers in face and politeness. Afterwards, a compound theory combining several related

aspects of the previous theories will be presented as a model, the assumptions of which will

then be tested by using research data gathered via a web-based survey. The second chapter

also includes some relevant discussion on culture that help narrow our focus for this otherwise

very broad concept. Doing cross-cultural research also includes some characteristic

considerations that need paying attention to for ethical reasons, among others.

The motivation for and methods of data collection are explicated in a separate chapter.

The target population and means of reaching that population are briefly outlined, and also

some discussion is offered on the formulation of the questions in the survey. The advantages

and  disadvantages  of  the  main  data  collection  method,  an  online  web-based  survey,  are

weighed against each other, with the conclusion that the benefits of its ease of distribution and
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use outweigh the possible disadvantages caused by the potential for anonymous misconduct

that is characteristic of some internet environments. The native language aspect which is a

central consideration for cross-cultural research, is given special attention in both question

formulation and also later during analysis. Because the target of cross-cultural linguistic

research is precisely the different aspects of language, the language data which is analysed

needs to be as free as possible from interference from other languages, so that native language

must be the primary object of focus.

The fourth chapter presents the results and offers some preliminary analysis. The

chapter begins with some general first impressions of the received data and offers some brief

information on demographical dispersion. The first section also explains the method of

analysis by which the results are arranged in three major groups. Subsequently, these groups

are then presented one by one in a way that combines the extracts from the results with

relevant theory and linguistic examples, and a summary of the results then closes the chapter.

Next  the  discussion  started  in  chapter  4  is  deepened  and  also  brought  back  to  a  more

universal level to find out what implications the small-scale findings on the differences of

Chinese and Western culture-specific face and politeness of this research may have on

(cross)cultural face and politeness research in general. The intricate though not always

transparent relationship of face and politeness is also briefly discussed. The proposed view is

that the two are closely interconnected, but that the changes in one are not always reflected in

the other in exactly the same way. Moreover, pertinent to our topic, cultural variation will also

play a role in their relationship. Finally, the sixth chapter broadens the sphere of discussion to

include other fields beyond (cross)cultural face and politeness research that may also benefit

from what such research potentially has to offer. Among fields as diverse as anthropology,

developmental psychology, education, and applied linguistics where such research could be

applied (Kasper 1990), we chose two more specific examples. The first field discussed is 2nd
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language education, which also is unsurprisingly closely related to the second field discussed,

intercultural communicative competence.

Since the tentative advent of face and politeness research in the mid-20th century (among

the first Goffman 1955) and the more vigorous studies in the 70’s (Lakoff 1973, 1975, Brown

and Levinson 1978) the research has naturally at first been very general in nature and

universal themes were the main target. Towards present day, the emphasis has been shifting

ever more to the culture-relative vein of research (Gu 1990, Mao 1994, Jia 2001 among many

others). However, the repercussions in other cultural contexts, or indeed  more universal

considerations are not far behind in such culture-relative research either. In other words,

findings in one specific culture-relative context are often subsequently compared with and

related to face and politeness theory in other cultural contexts as well, and implications to the

field in general are kept in mind. Such is the intention of the current thesis as well.
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2. Background

2.1. Introduction

Human beings are essentially social creatures. Our daily existence hinges on inevitable

interaction with other human beings, and to some extent, the interpersonal relationships we

have had, have and will have even define who we are. On the other hand, each person is an

individual that has their own motivations and needs. How do human beings negotiate these

individual and social dimensions of themselves? To begin to answer this question we need to

study the concept of face. As Scollon (1995, 34) writes: “The study of face in sociolinguistics

arose out of the need to understand how participants decide what their relative statuses are

and what language they use to encode their assumptions about such differences in status, as

well as their assumptions about the face being presented by participants in communication”.

In the academic and general literature, face in interpersonal social interaction has

evoked a plethora of analogies to describe its form and function: it has been compared to

dance, symphonic music, traffic rules, a ritual, a court trial, even a prison, as well as a number

of games or sports such as a race or a competition, poker, fencing etc. The list could go on.

Yet what all these analogies have in common is that they all depict two or more people acting

together according to some underlying rules that help the players decide the appropriate

courses  of  action  in  each  unique  situation.  In  the  Chinese  tradition,  the  verbs  that  can  take

face as an object of are countless: it can be gained, lost, given, saved, loaned, torn, protected,

fought for, returned, broken, fished for, begged for, decorated, rewarded with, swept away,

scarred and so on. In the Western tradition, it has been compared to prestige, honor, status and

dignity, yet still as something more than all these combined. With such complexity and
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variation, how can we begin to find out what it means to people of different cultural

backgrounds?  This  is  precisely  what  we  are  interested  in  this  chapter:  to  find  out  what

constitues face in different cultural contexts and what are its repercussions to social

interaction. In the following, we will review some past literature on the concept of face, both

in  western  and  Chinese  contexts  by  western  and  Chinese  authors.  We will  see  how the  two

differ from each other, discuss some possible reasons for the said differences and also look

ahead to predict possible outcomes of the said differences on terms of polite behaviour in the

cultural contexts. Finally we will attempt to come to some conclusion by combining the parts

of the theories most central to our topic into a unified compound theory, which can then be

put to the test using the data collected for this research. Let us now begin with the ‘traditional’

literature on face, the classic western works.

2.2. Classic Western Notions of Face

Usually the author credited for introducing the concept of face to the academic arena of

Western sociology and subsequently linguistics, has been the sociologist Erving Goffman,

who first adressed the topic in his seminal article “On Face-work” (Goffman 1955, 1967).

However, the lay term ‘face’ in its social sense (as opposed to the literal physionomical sense,

as the front part of one’s head) had been used in the English language from as early on as the

late 19th century (cf.  the OED 1876 R. HART These from Land of Sinim (1901) App. II. 225

“Arrangements by which China has lost face”). What is interesting for our current topic is that

both the surface form and the semantic meaning for the English sociological term ‘face’ are

derived from the equivalent Chinese concepts miànzi and li n which both literally mean
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‘face’. This may have some ramifications for the relationship and comparability of the terms,

as we will discuss later.

As for the more theoretical conception offered by Goffman, his work was also widely

influenced by Chinese writing on the subject (especially Hu 1944) although as a Westerner

himself, his conceptualization was also somewhat influenced by the western culture. Goffman

defines face as “the positive social value a person effectively claims for himself by the line

others assume he has taken during a particular contact. Face is an image of self delineated in

terms of approved social attributes,” (1967, 5). He also further underlines the focus of face as

being created within the social interaction and not in the individual: “face clearly is something

that is diffusely located in the flow of events in the encounter and becomes manifest only

when these events are read and interpreted for the appraisals expressed in them,” (1967, 7).

This is in stark contrast to Brown & Levinson’s (1978, 1987) treatment of the term, as we will

see below.  Although face can be claimed to be something every competent member of

society enjoys, it can be maintained so only as long as the individual abides by the unwritten

social code: “while his social face can be his most personal possession and the center of his

security and pleasure, it is only on loan to him from society; it will be withdrawn unless he

conducts himself in a way that is worthy of it,” (1967, 10). This idea of something like a

social  license  to  interaction  quite  nicely  resonates  with  the  Chinese  concepts  of  face,  as  we

will observe in section 2.3. Goffman’s theoretizing on face has been widely credited in the

field  of  sociology,  but  it  was  the  next  generation  of  researchers  that  lifted  it  to  its  current

status as a concept in (socio)linguistics. Also, even though Goffman’s theory has received its

share  of  critique  over  cultural  relativity  as  to  its  applicability  on  a  universal  level,  it  is  the

following elaboration of his theory by Penelope Brown and Stephen Levinson that has come

to be known as the prime target for critics of such claims for universality.
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Taking their lead from Goffman along with some influence from the model of the

Cooperative Principle as posited by Grice (1975), Brown and Levinson present a revised

version of the concept of face as the chief motivator in the selection of politeness strategies by

their proposed Model Person (MP). Compared to Goffman, Brown and Levinson’s

conceptualization of face contains an important twist, one that has for the most part been the

central catalyst for the critique of their model: the division of face into negative and positive

face. They are defined as follows: negative face is “the want of every ‘competent adult

member’ that his actions be unimpeded by others,” (1987, 62) and positive face on the other

hand is “the want of every member that his wants be desirable to at least some others,” (ibid.)

Simplified and in short, the former is the want to be independent, and the latter the want to be

interdependent. The critique on this bipolar revision of face has predominantly been directed

at the notion of negative face. While it may seem relevant in a western society where

individualism and individual freedom is highly valued, the critics argue, it bears little or no

significance in more collectivist societies where the benefit of the group often supersedes the

individual’s. We will observe this in practise in chapter 4. While striving for a universal

model, the model’s reliance on the existence of two constituents to face inevitably reveals its

cultural relativity originating from the western traditions of individualism. Another difference

that sets it apart from Goffman’s original, and indeed from the Chinese concepts of face, has

to do with the location of face: Brown & Levinson place it somewhere within the individual,

and the influence of individualism is evident here as well. The motivation for Brown and

Levinson’s MP to attend to the hearer’s face can be viewed from two perspectives: the first

one  claiming  that  “given  that  face  consists  in  a  set  of  wants  satisfiable  only  by  the  actions

(including expression of wants) of others,  it  will  in general  be to the mutual interest  of two

MPs to maintain each other’s face” (1987, 65) and in an opposite way, the second perspective

claims that:
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In general, people cooperate (and assume each other’s cooperation) in maintaining face
in interaction, such cooperation being based on the mutual vulnerability of face. That is,
normally everyone’s face depends on everyone else’s being maintained, and since
people can be expected to defend their faces if threatened, and in defending their own to
threaten other’s faces, it is in general in every participant’s best interest to maintain each
other’s face

(1978, 66, emphasis mine)

To me this latter suggests quite an antisocial view of interpersonal interaction, even to some

extent reminiscent of two warring nations keeping peace by ‘the balance of terror’ in knowing

that any breach of the silent treaty could be responded to violently by the opposing party. This

may sound overtly  rash,  but  in  any  case,  however  one  wishes  to  view the  model,  it  is  clear

that the mutual holding up of face stemming from necessity rather than a more voluntary

action does in fact serve to underline its individualistic disposition. The Brown & Levinson

approach has often been criticised of a pessimistic attitude (for example Schmidt 1980),

where face threat is inherent everywhere, even in compliments that are usually considered in

positive light.

2.3. Classic Chinese Notions of Face

In Chinese culture, the concepts of face have much longer histories than their western

counterparts. The two interrelating terms denoting face, li n ( ) and miànzi ( )as lay

terms go as far back as fourteenth century A.D. and even the fourth century B.C.,

respectively. In the Chinese tradition, a study on the concepts of face of similar precedence as

Goffman’s  work  in  the  West,  has  been  Hsien  Chin  Hu’s  classic  “The  Chinese  Concepts  of

‘Face’” (Hu, 1944), although there had been some even earlier (for example Lu 1934, “On
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‘Face’”). Hu’s widely quoted work observes numerous phrases and sayings in common use

that revolve around the two concepts and arrives at a detailed definition of the two terms by

studying the connotations in the expressions. Of these two terms denoting (also

physionomical) face in Chinese, miànzi is probably the easier one for a westerner to

appreciate. According to Hu (1994, 45) it is “a reputation achieved through getting on in life,

through success and ostentation. This is prestige that is accumulated by means of personal

effort or clever maneuvering”. Though an individual may also feel these feelings

introspectively (‘self-esteem’), what a person thinks of himself has no direct effect on his

miànzi, instead it is the society’s view of him that makes up his face in this respect. Therefore,

for  example,  actions  promoting  one’s miànzi that happen in seclusion, i.e. unaware to the

society, do not contribute to the individual’s miànzi until brought to knowledge. Li n has this

tight connection with the point of view of ‘the others’ as well, but in other respects differs

greatly from miànzi. Li n is “the respect of the group for a man with a good moral reputation

[...] It represents the confidence of society in the integrity of ego’s moral character, the loss of

which makes it impossible for him to function properly within the community. Lien is both a

social sanction for enforcing moral standards and an internalized sanction,” (1944, 45). Li n

is thus something more groundlaying than miànzi. Li n is something all people are assumed

to have as a given, as a prerequisite for acting as a member of the society. Only on top of that

can one then build their miànzi, thus meaning that one can have li n but not miànzi, but not

vice versa! Without li n, the individual’s whole existence as a member of society (and indeed

his very humanhood at that) is in question in the first place, and in that case it is unimaginable

for the society to award him miànzi.

Another feature of Chinese concepts of face that distinctly sets them apart from the

western counterpart, is that due to the more collectivist nature of Chinese (and many other

Asian) society, the overlapping social groups of varying sizes that an individual is part of also
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have collective face, one that is interrelated to the individual face. For example, a boy

excelling in his studies may thus gain miànzi for his whole family (or lose it by public

failures) and vice versa, a public crisis in the family might diminish the miànzi of all its

members (while of course those directly involved in the conflict the worst). The same goes for

other social groups the individual is closely related to, such as their closest friends and the

circle of coworkers at the workplace. Ervin-Tripp, Nakamura and Guo (1995, 50) write:

“Since face is a collective possession, one can lose face for the family, for a teacher, for the

college, or for their country, and children are instructed early not to lose face for their family”.

Therefore, the Chinese individual constantly needs to be aware of other more expansive faces

than only his own, and this  in turn strengthens the interdependence and collectivist nature of

the social groups.

Other Chinese scholars have also elaborated on these concepts as defined by Hu. For

example,  another  widely  read  scholar,  David  Yau-fai  Ho,  in  his  article  “On the  Concept  of

Face” (1976) makes some interesting detailed additions to the theory as well as raising the

controversial idea of utilizing the notion of universal ‘face’ as a central construct to be used in

social sciences (which will be discussed in more detail under 2.4.) The first large part of his

article redefines the dynamics of li n and miànzi in more detail. With examples, he is able to

show how both of these faces act in more complex ways than the basic “lose face – gain face”

dichotomy. For example, he states that strictly speaking, it is not possible to “gain li n”

because of it’s prerequisite nature: “one is expected to behave in accordance with the precepts

of the culture” (Ho 1976, 870). However, one can of course regain li n after  one  has  lost

some of it (but not all, in that case the individual would not be considered a viable part of

society again), and he also conceeds that exceeding the social requirements can in fact be seen

as gaining face, but of a different type: “exemplary conduct adds not to one’s lien but to one’s

mien-tzu,” (1976, 870). Another difference between the two dynamics (gaining/losing face) is
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that not everyone may be as interested in gaining face, but most everyone is certainly

interested in not losing face. Ho also sheds some light on the relativity of face in context with

the different social groups the individual interacts in. Having miànzi in one social group may

not equate the same amount of miànzi in another:

How much mien-tzu a person has, therefore, is not fixed in amount but varies largely
according to the social situation in which he is interacting. In losing of gaining mien-tzu,
too, the group making the judgment must be specified: the loss or gain will vary
according to the audience. Only national heroes, scholars who have made lasting
contributions to human knowledge, poets of time-honored repute, and the like, come
close to having nation-wide mien-tzu, unrestricted to specific groups.

(Ho 1976, 869)

The rest of Ho’s article makes distinctions between the Chinese notions of face and some

modern English near-synonyms that have often been used in conjunction with writings on

face, such as prestige, status, dignity, or honor, claiming that while each of them has

something in common with miànzi and li n, none of them are sufficent translations by

themselves. While face may include some of these notions in varying degress and

combinations, Ho argues that face is something more central and essentially human, and thus

a suitable tool for social studies.

2.4. Face as Universal or Culture-relative

In this brief interlude we discuss the theoretical dichotomy between universality and relativity

that  flared  in  the  field  of  face  and  politeness  research  especially  in  the  90s  and  is  still

perpetually debated. As the focus in the field has been shifting ever more from the former to

the latter, the chapter thus acts as a convenient shift from the traditional theories above to the

more modern research introduced below. Janney and Arndt (1993, 21) comment on the
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paradigm shift from universal to relative focus: “If the driving force of first generation

politeness research [Lakoff, Brown and Levinson, Leech] was the universality hypothesis, it

appears  that the guiding concept of much second generation research is the notion of

linguistic and cultural relativity”. Lee-Wong (2000, 26) seconds this observation: “In recent

years linguistic analysis of politeness has shifted its focus to the socio-cultural and

sociopsychological perspective”. So is the case with the current thesis as well.

However,  we  do  not  wish  to  renounce  the  applicability  of  a  concept  such  as  face  in

intercultural research altogether. In the following few chapters, the important idea which

begins to form is that the universality of face is directly proportionate to the level of

abstractness in its definition. As Ting-Toomey (1994, 308) claims: “facework researchers

argue that the construct of face exists in all cultures” (emphasis mine). Nevertheless, the

contents of face in an interaction are highly culture-relative: “the criteria by which a person’s

face is judged are rooted in specific cultural values, and hence, are culture-relative” (ibid, 10)

Therefore,  in  the  following  we  will  introduce  some  of  the  major  theories  hinging  on  these

ideas. After that, we will introduce our own model for how the culture-specific contents of

face are arrived at in coordination with other social forces in a given society.

2.5. Modern Theories

Given that the classic theories outlined above are all over 20 years old (over 60 in Hu’s case!),

it is necessary to discuss some more recent theories in both the western and Chinese fields.

Proceeding chronologically, Gu’s (1990) study  is one that has spurred on scholars in the field

of  face  and  politeness  studies  on  both  sides  of  the  cultural  divide.  Along  with  its  very
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informative cultural descriptions of the historicity of politeness in China, his work challenges

the applicability of Brown and Levinson’s model to Chinese society, but does not altogether

dismiss the western writings on politeness. Instead, he devises his own proposed model for

politeness by making use of Leech’s (1983) Politeness Principle and its submaxims. He

concludes by saying that “at the most abstract level, politeness may indeed be an universal

phenomenon, i.e. it is found in every culture. However, what counts as polite behaviour

(including values and norms attached to such behaviour) is, as this paper attempts to

demonstrate, culture-specific and language-specific,” (Gu 1990, 256). This is precisely what

the current thesis is aiming at as well, albeit in a revised form, as section 2.6. below will

show.

Mao’s (1994) treatise on politeness theory also discredits Brown and Levinsons’ work.

It  does  not  seem  to  have  that  much  trouble  with  Goffman’s  original  definition  of  face  (as

ascribed by the society) but argues that in adapting it to their own uses, Brown and Levinson

have distorted the concept (as something within the individual and only socially relative

indirectly, see discussion in 2.2). Yet again, Mao does not utterly dismiss the theory of Brown

and Levinson per se, but only its claimed universal applicability to all cultures. Juxtaposing

Chinese and Japanese face concepts with the critiqued western ones, he proves that there

clearly exist different systems, acting on different motives: “the first may be regarded as

centripetal force, as Chinese and Japanese face gravitates towards social recognition and

hierarchical interdependence. The second may be regarded as centrifugal force, because

Anglo-American  face  spirals  out  from  individual  desires  or  wants,  and  sees  the  self  as  the

initiating agent” (Mao 1994, 471). Perhaps not wanting to label either unilaterally ‘right’ and

the other thus ‘wrong’, he proposes a compromise between the two, a model of ‘relative face

orientation’. He defines this model as:
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an underlying direction of face that emulates, though never completely attaining, one of
two interactional ideals that may be salient in a given speech community: the ideal
social identity, or the ideal individual autonomy. The specific content of face in a given
speech community is determined by one of these two interactional ideals sanctioned by
the members of the community.

(Mao 1994, 472, emphasis mine)

By using such a model, Mao claims, it is possible to account for cultural differences without

having to dispose of the concept of ‘face’ in doing so. It avoids the problem of the

incompatibility of different face models by linking the actual contents of face with the salient

ideals of the host speech community. This will be one of the important central presuppositions

in  our  own  theory  as  well.  In  commenting  on  the  resilience  and  current  relevance  of  Hu’s

(1944) decades old theories, Mao also hints at a two-way influence of culture and language:

“a majority of collocations with mianzi and lian – upon which Hu based her original

discussion – have continued to be used in mainland China with the same kind of collocation

as was prevalent in her time. These linguistic expressions reinforce the dynamics of Chinese

face” (Mao 1994, 459). In other words, the cultural values of face create the expressions and

collocations related to face, but at the same time, the persistent use of such expressions

recreate and serve as reminders of the underlying cultural values. Such a two-way dynamic of

influence is highly central for the theoretizing of the two following scholars under discussion

next: Richard Watts and Jia Wenshan.

Back on the western side of face and politeness research, Watts has been one of the most

influential, and admittedly, most innovative writers on the subject. In his 2003 book

Politeness, while making some important points between ‘politic’ and ‘polite behaviour’ and

‘1st-order and 2nd-order politeness’, he brings face and politeness closely in contact with the

active and constantly evolving social practice, something he criticizes many other works on

the subject for lacking. Instead of viewing individuals as incurably bound to blindly follow

the social codes and customs of the encompassing society and trying to fashion elaborate

politeness models to account for each minute detail of individual polite behaviour, Watts
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posits that individuals are in fact in a continuous dialogue or interplay with those norms. By

acting and reacting with the other members of the society, individuals are constantly

redefining their social reality (and therein politeness) with their actions. The social system is

in turn influenced by the overarching culture:

At the top of the hierarchy is the cultural system which controls the social system and
thereby also personality systems in the individual and behavioural systems in social
groups. In other words, the structure of social systems is under the control of cultural
values, myths, beliefs, etc. and the behaviour of the individual or of the social group is
under the control of the social  structures.  The mechanisms of cybernetic control in the
hierarchy are not only top-down, but also bottom-up, although bottom-up control is
conditional on the prior existence of the social and the cultural systems.

(Watts 2003, 147)

It is thus evident that the influence runs both ways. The social structures are what individuals

look to in determining the appropriate ways to behave according to the situation, but what are

social structures if not the product of human behaviour. Just like any other facet of language,

(for example, why is a table called a table and not by any other name) they are not carved in

stone  by  some  supreme  force,  but  exist  as  unwritten  contracts  between  members  of  the

society, and therefore are subject to change in time. Watts (2003, 255) writes: “(im)politeness

then becomes part of the discursive social practice through which we create, reproduce and

change our social worlds”. This is also a key realisation for our model, proposed in section

2.6.

Jia Wenshan (2001) also argues strongly in favour of reconceptualizing face by using

the theory of social constructionism.  It  is  highly  likely  that  Watts  was  in  essence  doing  the

same, although he never uses the same exact term to describe his point of view. In his very

thorough and profound book Remaking of the Chinese Character & Identity in the 21st

Century, Jia (2001, 8-9) writes on how the social reality is built up: “social constructionism

argues that the essence of the social world is human interaction itself. [...] Instead of viewing

human interaction as a reflection of invisible laws, social constructionism sees that human
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interaction is the very process by which and the very force with which these socalled invisible

laws and structures are made”. Like Watts, Jia also recognises the existence of two directions

of influence (“top-down and bottom-up” in Watts above): “The concepts of lian/mian are the

products of interaction between the transformativeness of everyday life and the cultural

resources produced by the elitists. One can not say that the roots of lian/mian lie  in

Confucianism; rather, its roots lie in the interactive process of integrating cultural resources

with living or vice versa.”  (Jia  2001,  25,  emphasis  mine).  As  the  whole  social  reality  of  a

society is in a state of constant flux, as part of that social reality, the concept of face is not

constant either, but is continually renegotiated. This sets Jia’s theory markedly apart from the

classic western traditon of face research, exemplifying the tendency of westerners to dualistic

thinking  (cf.  for  example  B&L’s  negative  and  positive  face)  and  the  more  complex  and

interconnected Daoist way of thinking evident in the research currently under discussion. The

complexity has several ramifications for the definition of face as a social construct:

Face can be regarded (1) as a conceptual product of interaction; (2) as an object of
conceptual transformation within a given system of cultural and historical practices at
various levels; (3) as a complex cultural grammar of action within a family of practical
concepts  which  are  interrelated  to  one  another;  (4)  as  a  starting  point  for  cultural
reflexivity and social change; and (5) as a cultural grammar of social interaction.

(Jia 2001, 10)

The current thesis will greatly rely on a similar conceptualization of face, where the

interconnectedness of culture and social practises are given high relevance.
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2.6. Compound Theory

This chapter will attempt to postulate a theory for the cultural conceptualisation of face and

politeness.  Firstly,  this  theory  is  widely  influenced  by  the  ones  discussed  in  2.5,  and  for  a

great part, will be the combination of their parts that are the most relevant to our topic.

Secondly, the current theory will address two main concerns: 1) as promised, the dichotomy

between universalism and relativism regarding politeness and face, and 2) the relationship of

face to social constructionism. Going back to the beginning of chapter 2, the starting point for

this theory is that human beings are essentially social creatures. Subsequently, as has been

observed time and time again in the literature: “all social interaction is infused with face”

(Watts 2003, 73), “it is virtually impossible to think of a facet of social life to which the

question of face is irrelevant” (Ho 1976, 883), and “there is no faceless communication”

(Scollon 1995, 38) to quote only a few, face and social interaction are irreversibly bound

together. Therefore, returning to Ho’s (1976) claims on the concept’s universality, we can

agree with what he is saying: “Defined at a high level of generality, the concept of face is a

universal” (Ho 1976, 882). Face in turn controls politeness to a great degree (cf. discussion on

this in chapter 5), and remembering what Gu (1990) wrote about politeness, at a high enough

level of abstraction, as a concept, it can be seen as universal as well. Those two then give us

the top row of our model (fig.1). To leave this highly abstract level and reach the actual

human behaviour at the bottom row, we must pass through a filter that is here labelled social

culture (middle row) which ultimately assigns each social group with its defining features in

terms of face. What is meant by social culture in this model is the two-way interrelation of

cultural systems, social systems and individual behaviour as discussed above (Watts 2003,

147). Through these systems, going back to Mao (1994, 472), by highlighting some facets of

face behaviour and downtoning others and thus creating a distinct cultural mix, the speech
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community defines the specific content of face for their purposes. This is also consistent with

Jia’s five definitions of face discussed above. Thus we can present our model as follows:

Figure 1. Face as a social construct.

Scollon (1995, 14) also reiterates this model of this three-layered, two-way influence:

“Regular patterns of discourse tend to form systems of discourse in which cultural norms lead

to the choice of certain strategies for face relationships. These face relationships lead, in turn,

to the use of particular discourse forms. Those different discourse forms imply certain modes

of socialization which complete the circle by predetermining cultural norms”. This can be

presented in graphic form as follows:

Figure 2. Interrelationship of social culture (following Scollon 1995, 14)

2.
face

relation-
ships

3.
particular
discourse

forms

1.
cultural
norms
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The three constituents of fig.2. correspond loosely to the three constituents of social culture in

fig.1.  The current model stands firmly with a foot in each camp: on the top abstract  level it

claims universality for face and politeness, and on the other hand, at the bottom level of

specificity it also vies for cultural relativity. This is very much in line with the point of view

of many current researchers, among them Ting-Toomey (1994, 3): “While the concept of face

assumes  universality  [...]  how  one conceptualizes face and how one manages a facework

episode is influenced by cultural variability” (my emphasis) and Chang & Holt:

Through examining the role culture plays in shaping the contents of face, we are able to
extend the analysis of the concept of face into  different  cultural  settings.  It  is  for  this
reason that the study of face and facework is a fruitful area for scholars to engage in
dialogue, an area where the relationship between culture and communication can be best
understood

(Chang & Holt 1995, 127, my emphasis)

Other models in the literature that outline the relationship of universal social needs and

the actual linguistic manifestation of politeness include the following:

Level 1 is bio-social, level 2 is philosophical, level 3 is cultural, level 4 is linguistic.
Levels 1 and 2 are universal: levels 3 and 4 are culture-specific.

Figure 3. A multilevel model of politeness. (originally in House 2004, 17)

Biological and societal necessities. Individual versus social "drives".
Tension: Distancing versus Cooperation.

Resolving the tension. Behavioural maxims and principles.
Cooperative principles, principles of politeness.

Putting principles into practice. Culture-specific behavioural rules/ norms of
politeness and behaviour.

Putting practices into language. Politeness and behavioural norms embodied in
linguistic systems.
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Comparing  our  model  with  the  above,  we  could  say  that  without  making  too  distinct  a

division, our ‘construct of face’ would be somewhere on levels 1 and 2, with ‘contents of

face’ coexisting with the ‘abstract concept of politeness’ on level 3, leaving the actual

manifestation on culture specific ‘polite behaviour’ for level 4. As House’s model suggests,

the cultural effect is most evident on level 3, but as the top-down control of the model

suggests, the effect is also felt on lower levels, or level 4 in this case.

Another model presents the division in form of a table:

Figure 4. Sketch of three-fold conceptualisation of politeness. (originally in Lee-Wong 2000,
307)

Here the linking points to our proposal are also evident. Our ‘construct of face’ as an abstract

resides most comfortably on level 1, while the culture-specific ‘contents of face’ are most

easily associated with level 2. It would be also logical that the abstract concept of ‘politeness’

would also be on level 1 or 2, because its actualization as ‘polite behaviour’ would most

clearly belong on level 3. Although Lee-Wong’s model does not directly address the effect of

culture, the location of socio-cultural beliefs for example on level 2 suggests that this could be

the central location of culture, assuming that level 1 as ‘psychological reality’ is considered

universal. In any case, culture would then influence the linguistic forms on level 3 in an

indirect way, as in our model as well.

Underlying levels: Determinants Surface level: Forms

Level 1 Level 2 Level 3

Psychological reality Social reality Linguistic forms

’Face’ psychological
needs: face threat and
maintenance, and
redress

Institutionalised rules:
social conventions,
socio-cultural beliefs
and values

Normative politeness:
conventionalised
forms of politeness

Strategic politeness:
manipulations of
linguistic forms for
attainment of goals
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Considering all the above, to understand the intricate interrelation of the different

constituents: culture, face and politeness, and to reinstate our research questions, we must

focus on the following two: i. What is the connection between culture and the culture-specific

concept of ‘face’? (leftmost vertical arrow in fig.1), and ii. What is the connection between the

culture-specific concept of ‘face’ and actual everyday polite behaviour? (bottom horizontal

arrow in fig.1). Accordingly, to repeat our hypothesis, we attempt to show that the culture-

specific aspects of politeness can best be explained via respective culture-specific face, i.e.

that the construct and later contents of face is the central link between culture and politeness.

2.7. Culture

To better understand our model as presented in fig.1 and before proceeding to the research

data, we need to discuss what is meant by the constituents of our social culture. The first step

in this will be to define ‘culture’ in relation to our proposition. To this end, Scollon offers a

good definition:

culture is any of the customs, worldview, language, kinship system, social organization,
and other taken-for-granted day-to-day practices of a people which set that group apart
as a distinctive group. By using the anthropological sense of the word ‘culture’, we
mean to consider any aspect of the ideas, communications, or behaviors of a group of
people which gives to them a distinctive identity and which is used to organize their
internal sense of cohesion and membership.

(Scollon 1995, 126-127)

Even though, for our purposes, the most infuential one of the above facets of culture could be

said to be social organization, it is necessary to keep in mind the interconnectedness of it all

(as exemplified in fig.2) and that therefore, for example, worldview and religious beliefs may

also have underlying effects on the way interpersonal relations are carried out, though
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possibly  in  a  more  indirect  way.  What  also  merits  a  note  in  the  Scollon  quote  above  is  the

discreet way these cultural assumptions are hidden within society, especially from the

members of that society themselves. It is somewhat like a case of not seeing the forest from

the trees, except that in this case, the viewer is in the forest. How could they possibly see it?

How  is  it  then  possible  that  the  members  of  the  culture  can  learn  a  thing  that  they  are  not

always even aware of existing in the first place? The answer is quite logical: if the thing to be

learned  is  subconscious,  then  the  method  of  learning  has  to  be  the  same  as  well.  This

subconscious learning of the predominant culture is most often called socialization.

2.8. Socialization

The primary method for learning the culture, and especially its frameworks of social

organization one is embedded in, is similar to learning one’s native language. It occurs for the

most part by observing others and then attempting to imitate their behaviour. By trial and

error, by behaving in certain ways and interpreting the feedback from such and such

behaviour, the individual is continually in a state of making new minute adjustments to their

individual understanding of the system(s). Then of course, once the individual gains some

competence in the system, a secondary level of socialization, formal education, will often be

laid over the existing one, but this stage will often consist of normative ways of how things

should be done, whereas actual life will have several unique exceptions from these. Scollon

(1995, 36) defines socialization (and enculturation) as follows: “One learns one’s community,

one’s  gender,  and  one’s  generational  place  in  life  through  processes  of  socialization  or

enculturation; that is, one learns to be a member largely through naturally occurring, non-
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institutional forms of learning”. He also clarifies the relationships of the different terms with a

helpful figure:

Figure 5. Terms for socialization. (originally in Scollon 1995, 152)

But  what  are  more  centrally  relevant  to  our  model  are  the social frameworks,  about  which

Scollon (1995, 151) writes: “Patterns of social behaviour are also given a firm cast during the

period of primary socialization. The child learns and develops patterns for relating to those of

higher and lower status, older and younger and same age, boys and girls, and he or she learns

how to be a boy or girl as well”. This relates directly back to our previous discussion on social

constructionism, and the views both Watts and Jia had on it (end of section 2.5). By becoming

socialized as members of these social frameworks and learning how to act in relation to them,

the newly encultured members actually actively participate in the reproduction of the social

frameworks, and subsequently, by functioning according to said frameworks and thus setting

an example for those still in the stage of early primary socialization, they keep the circle in

motion for the following generations. Thus the processes of socialization are also centrally

relevant to understanding our model, and therefore the aspect of socialization is included in

the current research as well.

Education (secondary socialization)
(formal)

Socialization (primary socialization)
[=enculturation]
(informal)

Socialization
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2.9. Cautionary notes on doing cross-cultural research

There are some points on doing cross-cultural research as a non-member of the cultural group

studied, that need to be addressed. First of all, keeping in mind our attempt to alleviate

cultural misunderstanding in matters of politeness, it would be a cardinal mistake to ourselves

proliferate stereotypical images of the Chinese instead. Therefore a disclaimer of a sort is in

place. We agree with what Linda Young proposes:

the Chinese are a highly diverse group with a great deal of geographical, class, and
dialectal variability [which] makes it difficult to generalize about Chinese
communicative behavior. Nonetheless, these Chinese populations share characteristics
of discourse and interaction which make them different from non-Chinese. This unifying
set of characteristics arises in part from a common literary tradition, in which texts on
rites and etiquette play an important role

(1994, 23 emphasis mine)

In other words, while the findings cannot be generalized to all members of the Chinese

population with any certainty, they form a distinct characterization of the Chinese as opposed

to members of other cultures, while avoiding any value jugdements on those terms. Having

said that, I hope that any of the descriptions or characterizations of the Chinese in this thesis

will be read as not stereotypical and especially not hostile. On the other hand, we do not wish

to claim that all western cultures share the same constructs of face and politeness either, but

once  again,  that  they  do  share  some  similarities  that distinctly set them apart from the

Chinese. As mentioned above, with the notion ‘western culture’ we mainly refer to the highly

individualistic and egalitarian culture most exemplified by the United States.

Secondly, there is the problem of attempting to understand the culturally relative

behaviour of a group from a point of view of an outsider. On one hand, one needs to have

some  amount  of  familiarity  with  the  cultural  group  to  be  able  to  begin  understanding  the

effect of culture in the phenomenon studied, and on the other hand, totally immersing oneself

in the culture (i.e. ‘falling in love with the research subject/topic’ as some call it) can cloud
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the objectivity needed for scientific research. Or as Scollon (1995, 148-9) puts it: “a conflict

between  the  requirement  to  show  involvement  (solidarity  or  positive  face)  and  to  show

independence (deference or negative face in the relationship between the researcher and

members of the group the researcher has studied. The closeness to the group (involvement)

required to achieve accuracy is in direct opposition to the distance (independence) required to

achieve objectivity)”. Having studied the Chinese language and culture for some three years

now, I hope that my relationship with Chinese culture is somewhere in the middle of the two

requirements listed above: close enough to have an accurate enough perspective while not too

close to retain the objectivity needed.

Keeping these two points in mind during chapters 4 and 5 will help a great deal in

adopting the correct attitude in evaluating them so that no unreasonable critique or hostility

was intended, and if hints at such are nevertheless found, they should be merely considered as

unintentional cases of unfit expression at the level of language rather than any actual

prejudice. Although we do not wish to prefer either Chinese or Western culture-specific

system of face and/or politeness, it may at times feel that the Chinese system is emphasised in

more  detail,  and  the  Western  system  is  only  presented  in  comparison.  It  is  the  intention  of

this small-scale thesis that neither system is presented in its entirety (if such a thing would be

even possible) but rather that discussion in attempted to be restricted to those areas that differ

the most between the two. Linda Young (1994, 25) also addresses such issues in her work

Crosstalk and Culture: “I emphasize Chinese perceptions and experiences in this book

because far less information is available for their part”. Thus we also wish to explicate the

Chinese cultural face and politeness system, but always to do so with comparison to the

Western system in mind. However, finding the differences is only the first part, for it is more

important for our discussion to find the culture-specific reasons for such differences.
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3. Data collection

As discussed above, our topic is to explore the relationship of culture, face and politeness. In

practise, in the following few chapters, we will observe these in two different cultures,

namely Chinese and western societies. Remembering what we discussed in the previous

section, it was decided to gather data among the Chinese and then compare it to the generally

accepted view of the western societies (for example Hofstede 1980). To elicit western data as

well would have required the devising of two sets of questions (for example, because ‘face’ as

a sociolinguistic concept is not as readily recognised by lay persons in the West as miànzi/li n

is in China). Moreover, the selection of informants for the Western side would have been

more complex, either limiting them to a single nationality or then attempting to reach a

sufficently  even  mix  of  western  nationalities  to  be  able  to  make  generalizations.  Therefore,

the following measures were taken to gather data on face and politeness.

The main method of data collection was a web-based survey, chosen because of the ease

of distribution to the respondents and fairly high and quick response rate compared to regular

mailed questionnaires or time-consuming face-to-face interviews. 15 questions (cf. Appendix

I) were devised (see below) and were published primarily by making use of some four major

email mailing lists at Finnish university-level institutions with Chinese subscribers and

secondarily via posts made at internet discussion forums frequented by Chinese. A careful

estimate would be that some 1,000-1,500 ethnic Chinese received the link to the survey and

ultimately in the time of 3 weeks, a little over 160 individual replies were received. The

replies ranged from very extensive and thoughtful to a few words or even empty ones, which

reduce the number of individual completed replies closer to 100. However, the overall

response rate was quite good given that there was no concrete reward for taking the survey.
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The anonymity provided by a web-based survey is a factor that needs to be accounted for as

well. On the positive side it may sometimes increase response rates especially in touchy

subjects, but on the other hand it can often breed trouble among younger internet users.

However, usually those can be spotted right away by their high inconsistency, whereas more

inconspicuous attempts at sabotage are very unlikely given the increased effort they would

take and the lack of a reward for such negative action either. Luckily enough though, this time

there was only one obvious prank reply which was then disregarded.

The questions included sections on demographic data (questions 1, 2 and 3), basic

definitions of miànzi/li n and (im)politeness (4, 5, 6, 7 and 8), society and socialization (9 and

10), and situational (11, 12 and 13) as well as cross-cultural (14 and 15) variation. Instead of

using complicated ways of indirect eliciting of replies, it was decided to resort to asking about

the issues directly. Generally, when doing research on orientative behaviour, i.e. different

intentions  to  behave  in  a  certain  way,  a  method based  on  direct  asking  (instead  of  eliciting

actual behaviour and then analysing it) is the most suitable (cf. for example Riley 1963).

Because our survey more or less emphasises finding out what the informants think about how

people should behave  in  relation  to  face  and  politeness,  a  direct  approach  was  thought  the

most pertinent. This way also diminishes the risk of misinterpretation in deducting the

implicit motivation to act in a certain way from the actual behaviour, a risk that is even

greater when doing cultural research in a foreign cultural sphere with which one does not have

the familiarity that a native member does, as we discussed above.

The number of questions was limited to 15 to encourage replying to all of them. Also,

although a technical option available in designing a web survey, replying to every individual

question was not made obligatory because from past experience with non-reward web

surveys, that usually only irritates survey takers. With the generous help of a professional

Chinese language instructor at the Language Center of the University of Tampere, the
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questions were presented in Chinese characters, pinyin romanization and the English

translation with instruction to survey takers to consult the original Chinese forms in cases of

inconsistency. The participants were instructed to use Chinese in their replies as well, but in

the case of lacking the technical possibility to enter Chinese characters, English was an

acceptable option. In hindsight, judging from the rate of English used in the replies (roughly

60-70%), mandatory use of Chinese characters would most probably have resulted in a

dramatic decrease in the total number of replies. Thus the possible negative influence of

language interference needs to be accommodated for to have a sufficent number of replies for

analysis.
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4. Results and analysis

The survey yielded some very interesting accounts of Chinese face and politeness. As we will

show in detail below, many of the replies supported previous theorizing and provided

interesting anecdotes and examples for such theories. However, there is always the risk of too

much prior reliance on theories when beginning the analysis, so that in the worst case one

directs one’s attention subconsciously only to those instances that support the tentative

hypothesis. It is worth keeping such a risk in mind when analysing the data. Accordingly, in

addition to finding examples that completely or partially support the theories, examples that to

some  extent  contradict  the  theories  were  also  found.  The  most  prominent  example  of  such

was that, contrary to the traditional theories in chapter 2, the informants regarded miànzi and

li n as essentially the same. Most replies merely suggested that li n is the same or very

similar to miànzi, while only a few suggested that while being essentially very similar, they

are used in different contexts. Only two or three replies referred to the moral / social sanction

dimension that the Chinese literature in chapter 2 discussed as the main division between the

two.

In addition to the diversity in content, there was also wide demographical variation in all

respects among the replies,  which to some extent encourages the reliability of the data.  The

dispersion was fairly even, with gender at n=65/53/43 (male/female/unspecified) and ages

ranging  from  16  to  49  with  a  mean  average  of  28,86  years.  Due  to  the  primary  method  of

circulating the survey link via university mailing lists, the occupation and location of the

informants naturally had a heavy emphasis on students at major Finnish university level

institutions. In addition, there were a number of Chinese participants from the United
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Kingdom, United States, Canada, Japan and China, a fact that lends this study some welcome

diversity and scope, while not enough for any substantially international base.

The indivual answers to each question were scanned repeatedly, and common themes

were looked for. The intention was to find common recurring themes in the answers for each

question, or even across several questions in the case of the most salient themes. The themes

were given short general labels that briefly define all the answers classified under that

particular theme in a few words. It can be claimed that this classifying is the central phase of

the research and the most vulnerable to subjective variation, but I am willing to claim that in

repeating  the  same  method  of  analysis  the  most  salient  themes  would  remain  the  same

regardless of the individual analyst in question. Given the more subjective nature of the

qualitative study (as compared to strictly quantitative) in general as well, I am fairly confident

that the results in this case indeed originate from the data itself and not only within the

analyst.

The outlined themes were then cross-referenced to spot similarities or interrelations

between  them.  Themes  that  were  concluded  to  have  much  in  common  were  then  classified

under  the  same  larger  concept  which  was  then  also  given  an  encompassing  title.  All  these

larger concepts represent some feature of the Chinese society. They alse share some

similarities and overlap to some extent, but to include all the three, any higher level of

classification than that would only have had to be titled “social culture” or something as large

and vague. Similarly, that is what it is called in the model as well (cf. fig.1 on page 18), so

that such a classification seems fitting.

In the following, the results of the analysis are presented under the three encompassing

topics: social organization, appropriacy and social relations. Interestingly enough, though

not consciously attempted at, these three topics roughly correspond to the three levels of our

discussion: namely culture, face and politeness. The results are presented along with relevant
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theory both from the Eastern and Western academia, while direct quotations from the replies

that are the most representative of the topics are offered as a point of reference for the

theories. The extracts are presented with question codes (Qx; i.e. the number of the question

according to Appendix I that the extracts following the code were entered at) and entry codes

that individualize each survey taker, randomly drawn by the QuestionPro web survey

software (5xxxxxx,  i.e.  replies  with  the  same  answer  code  were  entered  by  the  same

informant). Replies entered in Chinese are displayed both in Chinese characters (as footnotes,

for clarity) and a fairly direct translation of them, hence the irregularity in grammar/syntax.

Extracts  of  actual  speech  borrowed from other  works  are  also  used  in  relevant  points  along

the analysis.

4.1. Social organization (Culture)

This  section  will  begin  the  recounting  of  the  results  under  the  encompassing  topic  of  social

organization.  Thus  the  focus  of  discussion  here  is  the  different  ways  a  culture  organizes  its

society in broader terms, such as collectivism or individualism and hierarchy or non-hierachy.

Later under the other topics, the discussion will proceed down the hierarchy, to more detail.

Chinese culture, like many other Asian cultures in the region, is very much a collective

one. As we will see in the following, this has several significant ramifications for the face

system, and consequently politeness behaviour as well. As we recall from the theory

background section above, the Chinese concept of face originates from the surrounding

society, and not the individual themselves. This is very much confirmed by the answers to

what miànzi means (Q4). The theme respect quickly emerges from the data, and most answers
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emphasize the fact that the respect originates in the mind of others, the public, as opposed to

self-respect:

Q4 “What does miànzi mean?”
mian zi is some kind of respect from others, people need others pay respect to him/her, the she/he
know how much value she/he has. (5389294)
You suppose to care your ‘Face’ in public, or in front of relatives, friends, colleagues. [...] In general, we
want to get respect from others at all aspects. (5435842)
’given by others’1 (5398818)

Another very common description given for miànzi was  ‘dignity’ (or  z n  yán; ),  but  it

was also emphasized that once again, its origin was interpersonal and not internal to the

person, thus setting it apart from self-dignity (or self-esteem):

Q4 “What does miànzi mean?”
’a kind of by serious society told dignity’2 (5434152)
the mental fame and image of others (5404545)
Other’s mental image of one. (5380557)

Similarly, of the received definitions for what politeness is (Q6) and what a polite person is

like (Q7), many of them revolve around giving respect to and considering others, and

conversely, an impolite person is often considered to be lacking in these respects and is thus

considered to be selfish and only think about themselves:

Q6 “What does politeness mean?”
’to others express respect’3 (5362055)
’respect others’4 (5378197)
Q7 “What is a polite person like?”
care about or respect other people’s thinking and behaviour (5361982)
show respect to others, all according to one’s culture (5394069)
Q8 “What is an impolite person like?”
hurting other’s mianzi, or not even think about others. He places himself to the center of everyones and
thinks about his own interests (5420617)
always consider him/herself as the most important person (5361982)
selfish and ignorant. act like no others around. (5395980)

This theme of considering others is central to our discussion about culture-specific face,

because it relates directly to both sides of the equation. As we have discussed, face behaviour

is essentially the act of balancing one’s own face and the face of the interlocutor(s) and acting

1

2

3

4
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accordingly and to do this requires considering others in relation to self. Also, considering

others  is  especially  important  in  the  Chinese  culture,  where  the  needs  of  the  group  (or

collective) often supersede the individual’s. These findings are corroborated by Gao and

Ting-Toomey, as they delineate the effect of collectivism on face behaviour:

collectivists tend to emphasise nonimposition of self on others, inclusion of others, and
other-directed facework competence. [...] in collectivist cultures face is concerned more
about what others think of one’s worth, especially in the context of one’s in-group and
out-group, than about oneself. In collectivist cultures, face means projected social image
and social self-respect.

(Gao & Ting Toomey 1998, 54)

Collectivity is also reflected in the way of addressing people so that the speaker

communicates to the hearer a ‘claim of group membership’ (to use Brown and Levinson’s

term of positive politeness). Zhan gives a few common examples:

lao tongxue (former classmates), lao pengyou (old friends) or lao tongshi (old
colleagues)

(Zhan 1992, 22)

On the other hand, individualism (i.e. non-collectivism, from an alternative perspective),

which is generally accepted to apply to much of Europe and especially the United States, has

different repercussions for the face dynamics in a culture thus oriented:

Individualists tend to emphasize nonimposition by others, noninclusion of others, and
self-presentational facework competence. In individualistic cultures, face is associated
mostly with self-worth, self-presentation, and self-value

(ibid.)

Of course, in the Western, mostly individualistic, cultures, people are not as ‘self’-obsessed as

that citation may seem to suggest, but because of the mutual vulnerability of face (cf. Brown

& Levinson’s theory under 2.2 above), they are attuned to attending to other’s face

accordingly as well. In any case, the difference should be clear, in simple terms collectivistic

cultures being assumed to be more other-oriented in their facework, while individualistic ones
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are assumed more self-oriented. Subsequently some have also suggested that, using Brown &

Levinson’s terminology, the former are cultures of positive politeness and the latter of

negative politeness (cf. for example Yu 2003, 1704 in relation to compliment response

behaviour), but such black and white views have also been disputed from time to time as we

remember from above. Individualist cultures champion the right of every member to be free

of encroachments on their personal territory, and accordingly such a view found its way into

the western politeness theory in the form of Brown & Levinson’s negative face. On the

contrary, in collectivist cultures such a right, or indeed even a need or want, is not widely

recognised at all because of a different system of social organization. Here we have thus one

example of how, as proposed by our model and following Watts (2003, 147) in 2.5. above, the

overarching cultural system (collectivity or individualism in this case) controls the underlying

social system (face dynamics), which subsequently extends its influence to the politeness

behaviour of the members of that cultural group.

Of course, the collectivist societies are not organized as a whole, as a one big lump

(although the Chinese have a term dà ji ;  ‘everybody’ lit. ‘big family’) but as smaller

but tightly-knit groups. Now, as we remember from 2.3, Ho (1976) explained that face gain or

loss mainly happen when the group is relevant to the context, and only applies to the group in

question and not the whole surrounding society at once. We also mentioned the ‘common /

mutual face’ of the smaller groups and the way that face gain or loss for an individual of that

group  would  have  effects  on  the  mutual  or  shared  face  of  the  group  as  a  whole.  The  are

several indications of such group awareness in the replies as well:

Q4 “What does miànzi mean?”
Your social status in that group of people. (5363956)
’mianzi is the center of the appraisal of the circle of society one associates in’5 (5435014)
You suppose to care your ‘Face’ in public, or in front of relatives, friends, colleagues. [...] In general, we
want to get respect from others at all aspects. (5435842)

5
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In contrast, while in the western cultures people naturally have the same basic in-groups one

normally  socializes  with  (for  example  at  home  with  relatives,  at  the  workplace  with

colleagues and coworkers or at leisure with friends) as in any culture, their effect on the

politeness behaviour is not as dramatic. While one might be slightly more polite towards

strangers and slightly less polite to relatives at home, the distinction between the two is not as

evident as in the Chinese context as we will see in the following.

What is important, is that while all these different groups the individual is in close

contact with are usually called their social in-groups, all others are then out of necessity

labeled out-groups, and in the Chinese context, that can make a significant difference in

relation to facework and politeness. Pan (2000, 53) writes: “Since there is a relatively large

gap between ingroup and outgroup members, Chinese people tend to socialize with ingroup

members and exclude outgroup members (Bond, 1994). It is within the inside relationship that

social etiquette, politeness rituals and facework are elaborated most. In an outside

relationship, facework is given the least consideration or perceived as least important”. While

the first half may be true, the latter half does not seem to receive much support from the

research data, or indeed, other research on the subject. Firstly, it is commonly known (and

supported by data as shown later in more detail in 4.2) that in very intimate Chinese

relationships, i.e. family or very close friends, there is minimal facework and politeness

applied, and instead affection and intimacy is valued. The same is exemplified by the

following answer:

Q12 “Is politeness different towards strangers than friends and relatives? In what way?”
’treat stranger need take part in artificial good, but also keep a guarded heart. treat friends and relatives
needs open heart and sincerity.’6

One of the markers of intimacy is precisely the refraining from using polite formulae in

requests and so on, as to do so would suggest an increase in social distance (+D) unfitting to a

close relationship. Secondly, it is not at all given that all out-group people (for example

6
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strangers) would automatically be treated with minimal facework and politeness. It may be so

with encounters that are of a routine transactional type, where a second encounter may not be

expected to occur, for example between a salesperson and a customer, which is one of the

main foci of Pan’s work. On the other hand, the research data seems to suggest that strangers

are nonetheless treated with a quite high level of formal politeness (kèqihuà or ‘polite

words/speech’):

Q12 “Is politeness different towards strangers than friends and relatives? In what way?”
to strangers you gotta be a bit more aware of your politeness; With friends and relatives, politeness is in a
more relax and comfort way. (5363283)
Yes, usually more polite to strangers, and better friends they are, less polite words are used, but
respections are the same in both situation. (5432174)
’to strangers politeness involves some formulations, to friends and relatives politeness involves display of
affection’7 (5377710)

Only in fleeting, transitory encounters the politeness does not seem to matter:

Q12 “Is politeness different towards strangers than friends and relatives? In what way?”
in public places like the bus, Chinese seldom behave politely to strangers. There are 1.3 billion
strangers out there in China! (5381628)

So, interestingly enough, it seems that politeness and facework are the most sparse in the

extreme ends of the social distance (D) spectrum and most commonly found somewhere in

between. Ye (2004, 217) proposes the following division of two interrelated axes of strangers

(sh ngrén) and aquaintances (shúrén) and insiders (zìj rén) and outsiders (wàirén) while also

commenting on the lack of (formal) politeness among close inside relationships:

7 .
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Figure 6. Division of Chinese social circles. (originally in Ye 2004, 217)

According to Ye, Chinese family members do not use polite words “such as ‘thank you’, or

‘please’, and don’t pay compliments to each other, or ask each other’s permission to do

something [...]  Being keqi is a notion that is situated and applied in the wider interactioncal

realm of ‘outsiders’[...] built into routine conversations and formulaic talks between people,

whose relationships are negotiable” (Ye 2004, 226-7, emphasis mine) That last sentence is of

crucial importance, and brings us to our next theme, where relationships are not negotiable,

but instead fixed.

Accordingly, another very influential facet of Chinese culture is that it is also very much

a hierarchical one. This has direct consequences for face relationships, because the social

status  of  a  person  in  a  given  hierarchical  system  automatically  defines  a  lot  of  their  face

relationship  with  others  of  differing  status  in  that  hierarchy.  The  deciding  factors  for  one’s

position in hierarchical Asian societies often include seniority, whether in absolute age or in a

organizational position. The above is reflected in the replies:

Q4 “What does miànzi mean?”
When we say “I give him mianzi” it means I show respect to him because of some reason, eg. he is
old, a boss, et al. not because I want to do so. (5362109)
Q6 “What does politeness mean?”
in chinese culture people are ranked, so youths, or low-class, or less experienced people should give
respects or honors to those who have old age, or in high-class, or more experience, even you don’t know
them. This is chinese traditional moral rule, if you follow the rule, you are polite man. (5362685)
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Lee-Wong (2000, 277) gives us one common example of speech modification in relation to

hierarchical order, or more specifically old age in this case:

(38) Nin ji sui le?
polite you how old ASP
‘How old are you?’

(39) Nin gao shou?
polite you longevity
‘What is your venerable age?’

In this case, (38) would be the appropriate to use with children, whereas (39) would be

appropriate to use with old people. Lee-Wong also notes that such age-related forms of

addressing people are generally more linguistically marked in the north (namely Beijing) than

the south of China.

Gao and Ting-Toomey (1998) comment on the way such hierarchical structures are both

the reason for and result of speech modification: “In Chinese culture, speech modification is

necessary when one attends to rank, status and hierarchy. [...] The modified speech serves to

reinforce status differences and create distance between superiors and subordinates” (1998).

This  is  very  much  reminiscent  of  the  theory  of  social  constructionism  and  Watt’s  two-way

cybernetic control discussed above, in the respect that certain social systems are both the

initiating agent for and the result of certain types of linguistic behaviour.  Hierarchical or

power relationships are also essential to Pan’s treatise on situational variation:

Linguistic politeness strategies help to maintain or ratify the power difference. In any
face-to-face interaction, it is crucial to recognize the key source of power in that
situation and apply the appropriate face  strategies.  In  a  society  like  China,  social
members tend to see themselves existing in a hierarchical relation to others. Related to
this hierarchical relation is the emphasis placed on group harmony. Chinese speakers
adjust their linguistic behaviour based on the addressee’s  social attributes such as age,
gender, social status and rank, and their relative position.

(Pan 2000, 101, emphasis mine)
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Conversely, the western societies (especially the United States) are more often seen as

egalitarian instead of hierarchical, and the face dynamics are affected accordingly. The ideal

of treating everyone equally can be applied in terms of face considerations as well. Again, of

course, similar organizational hierarchies exist out of necessity in the West as well, but their

significance to face relationships is different. Naturally, an employee in a Western company

will in all probability show at least some deference and respect to their superiors as well, but

in this cultural context, such politeness behaviour is not as much socially sanctioned into a

moral ‘rule’. Instead, in the Western context, such behaviour can be bordering more on

strategic politeness and not normative politeness as it would most often be recognised as in

the Chinese context. The hierarchical face relationship of course affects speech modification

(or lack of it) in the opposite direction, too. Consider the extract in Pan (2000, 91-5), where

the highest-ranking person in a business conversation does not seem to need to mitigate his

utterances at all, but is able to reply to suggestions from subordinate workers only by

consistently using the Cantonese phrase “M hou” (‘no good’) with no redress whatsoever.

Thus here is yet another example how the cultural system (hierachical/egalitarian

society) affects the social system (face and power relationships) to which the members of the

society refer when deciding on the appropriate ways of behaviour. What is interesting is the

way in which the hierarchical or egalitarian emphasis of a culture affects normative (or Watts’

politic) and strategic (Watts’polite) behaviour. Indeed, the hierarchical system seems to

render the vertical face relationships fairly stable in relation to one another, whereas the

horizontal face relationships are the ones where active facework is most needed. Lee-Wong

(2000), for example, has found in her study that “statistical evidence of this study shows that

where P(ower) and D(istance, in social terms) are clearly marked, respondents did not attempt

to use strategic politeness, but observed the usual normative politeness. Strategic politeness

occurs more often in symmetrical role relationships” (2000, 302, brackets mine).
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In this section we have thus identified three major facets of social organization affecting

face relationships and subsequently politeness behaviour, that differ greatly between the

Chinese and the Western culture: collectivism/individualism, in-group/out-group division and

hierarchical/egalitarian  society.  All  these  relate  directly  to  the  first  half  of  our  topic  and

research question (i): the ways in which culture affects the face system in a given society. In

the next section we will proceed from here to examine more what the effects of such a

culturally defined face system for politeness behaviour are.

4.2. Appropriacy (Face)

Many  of  the  replies  also  either  directly  or  indirectly  suggested  some  form  of  subconscious

social standards or ‘rules’ as the key to understanding politeness and polite behaviour in the

Chinese context. Simply put, properly following or not following these underlying customs

decides whether a person’s behaviour is indeed evaluated as polite or not. Ervin-Tripp,

Nakamura and Guo suggest that “In Chinese [… ] we find that gain/loss of face is related to

fulfilling social expectations and conventions” (Ervin-Tripp, Nakamura and Guo 1995, 60)

and similarly, many of the replies mention proper or appropriate behaviour, whereas the

following quotes directly suggest following the norms or rules of the society:

Q6 “What does politeness mean?”
WELL BEHAVED ACCORDING TO SOCIAL NORMS (5379951)
’comply with society moral regulations’8 (5395982)
doing things according to protocols widely accepted in a society (5420617)

Of  course,  following  the  politeness  norms  dictated  by  the  culture  and  the  society  does  not

necessarily mean that the people do so out of volition (see also the extracts on page 37):

8
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Q6 “What does politeness mean?”
do the politeness accroding to the social standard ( not law). The basic rules should be obeyed to
control or restrict person's action, no matter what you are thinking. not what you want to do, but what you
should do. (5430034)
however, it just refers to the way how the people express themselves to the other. these behaviour can be
fake. (5365200)

This following of the social norms has a long tradition in the Chinese culture. The term mào

( , or  in traditional characters) itself is a compound consisting of ‘social

custom/manners’ and ‘appearance’. The first part, , is in fact a very old term in the Chinese

culture, but its meaning has changed over time. In the classical Chinese society of Confucius

(551 B.C.— 479 B.C.), it meant literally ‘to sacrifice’, but in practise it was a sacrifice in a

mental sense, in relation to social hierarchy and order. To recount the Confucian philosophy

shortly, the creator of the school of thought, philosopher Kong Qiu, ascertained that an ideal

society in harmony would require clear-cut vertical stratification where all the members of the

society would act according to their status and where all levels would have responsibilities

both  to  their  superiors  and  inferiors.  For  example  one  of  the  five  cardinal  relationships  (wu

lun), which are a cornerstone of the Confucian model, the relationship between a ruler and a

subject, states that a subject should practise filial piety towards the ruler, but vice versa also

the ruler was bound by righteousness and benevolence towards his subjects and thus could not

behave completely as they wished. The emphasis on proper behaviour according to position

also  diminished  the  need  for  a  codified,  written  law  because  the  failure  to  act  by  the  norm

would automatically result in a loss of face, a far more serious reprimand than anything put in

the legislation. The Chinese society has changed since then, but some of the cultural heritage

of Confucius remains. Although in current usage, refers to politeness in general, it still

retains some of its traditional implications to social hierarchy and acting accordingly in

relation to it. As Gu (1990, 239) comments: “it is li (i.e. social hierarchy) that gives rise to li

(i.e. politeness), and that is is li (i.e. politeness) that expresses and helps maintain li (i.e. social

hierarchy and order)”. Here we can again find the two-way influence of a cultural tradition
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and its linguistic expression. Relating directly to our discussion on the effect of culture-

specific face, the consequence of this is that to be polite is not only to act appropriately, but

moreover, acting appropriately according to face, which as we discussed above, is strongly

influenced by one’s position in hierarchy. Mao (1994) unequivocally states the close

relationship of face and politeness:

to be polite (that is, youlimao) in Chinese discourse is, in many respects, to know how to
attend to each other’s mianzi and lian and to enact speech acts appropriate to and worthy
of such an image. Otherwise stated, mainland Chinese speakers can be seen as being
polite if they demonstrate with words their knowledge of mianzi and lian;  such  a
demonstration tends to epitomize politeness in the eyes of their discourse partners. To
be polite without a proper understanding of mianzi and lian is almost analogous to
trying to throw a party without guests.

(1994, 463)

This is a central realization for the second half of the topic of this thesis, our research question

(ii), and shows how face (or miànzi and li n in this case) is related to politeness in the

Chinese context. Young (1994) also reiterates the emphasis on appropriacy in Chinese

facework: “skillful facework among Chinese springs from a sense of propriety together with

an attitude of restraint and a deep regard for hierarchy derived from participating in li or ritual

action” (Young 1994, 138). This is reinforced by the replies where appropriacy is often linked

to situational variation in face parameters:

Q7 “What is a polite person like?”
Someone who understands what is the appropriate social response, decorum, etc. in a given situation.
(5459174)
Q8 “What is an impolite person like?”
’behaviour or words and deeds coarse, inappropriate, not liked by people, especially displayed under the
current specific situation’9 (5380557)
Q10 “Is it important to act politely in society? Why?”
for the chinese culture, people have to behave in accordance to their position in the society (5365200)
Q11 “Is politeness at home different from politeness at the workplace? In what way?”
’because towards target not the same, concrete details neither the same. must express idea and details
differently. however, both reflect the same innate character.’10 (5362055)

9

10
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Although in her work the emphasis is more on situational variation, Pan (2000) also reiterates

the importance of face in her discussion: “The essence of politeness is dealing appropriately

with others in a given communicative situation. [...] If face is treated as an interdependent

concern in a culture, involvement strategies should be more common. But this is not absolute,

because the setting and the goal of an interaction intersect with face concern and act together

to determine the role relationship and power structure” (2000, 14-15). Lee-Wong (2000) also

addresses the interconnectedness of mào and  face,  stating  that  while  they  share  some

characteristics, they essentially operate under differing motivations:

Limao as part of social etiquette is the code of behaviour expected of individuals who
share the norms of politeness in the speech community; it is prescriptive in nature. In
observing social etiquette the face of alter is attended to. [...] Face maintenance is an
ethical responsibility and limao is a social responsibility. For the moral good of society
one is morally obliged to show responsibility in both.

(2000, 25-6)

The connection of appropriacy to culture-specific face parameters and situational variation

inevitably makes deciding what is appropriate itself a culture-specific process. The members

of a given culture will have learned through their socialization and acculturation process to

look for the cues in face relationships and contextual factors in deciding what is the

appropriate form of action (i.e. the norm) in each specific situation.

Face relationships are clearly a central motivation and deciding factor for appropriate

polite behaviour. Jia (2001) also proposes a view where the face dynamics are the foundation

on which all attempts at standardize politeness are built on:

Li is but a Confucian attempt to codify, affirm, expand, ethicalize, and ideologize
lian/mian. Lian/mian is a grammar of social practices that constitute an emergent system
of cultural values in action. [… ] Li refers to specifics of lian mian, whereas lian/mian is
its spirit. Li is a formal and elitist term detached from ongoing reality and imposed upon
the society, whereas lian/mian is from the deep culture and emerged out of popular
culture. In conclusion, lian/mian is the source and rationale of li.

(2001, 40, emphasis mine)
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Once again, it is suggested that the face relationships are a product of cultural values and

paying attention to them in turn produces the appropriate ways for polite behaviour, i.e. that

the influence between the two runs both ways.

Appropriacy is then also linked to Watts’ division of politic and polite behaviour. The

appropriate form of action can be seen as the expected minimal amount of politeness, i.e.

Watts’politic behaviour. Any deviation from that may result in the current audience viewing

the action taken as inappropriate. For example, not attending to the interlocutor’s face with

the correct amount of linguistic politeness will result in a impression of inappropriate

behaviour and often a negative evaluation. What is important is that the deviation from the

appropriate amount can occur in both directions. In addition to not being polite enough, one

can send inappropriate signals by being too polite as well, in the Chinese context especially

where face relations would demand otherwise. As touched upon earlier, for example, it would

be inappropriate for a person of high status and power to apologize and defer to their

employee, especially in the presence of other people of high status, even though the high

status person could clearly be seen as being in the wrong (they could however apologize to

the employee in private later on, thus correcting the wrong but preserving their face in the

process). As discussed earlier on under 4.1, another distinctly Chinese context where the

demands of the face relationship curtail the use of linguistic politeness is within extremely

close relationships, such as within the family. The use of formal politeness markers (i.e.

indication of social distance) would be considered as an attempt to signal greater social

distance between the interlocutors than expected and likely be met with criticism. This is

fairly commonly mentioned in the research on Chinese politeness, and is confirmed by the

survey data:
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Q11 “Is politeness at home different from politeness at the workplace? In what way?”
Totally different. For example once I say "thank you" to my aunt, she criticise me shouldn't, because she
isn't outsider. (5410180)
Because family member's relationship is comparitively intimate, too polite is easy to produce the
distance.11 (5445556)
Of course the farther away you are from each other, the more polite you treat each other. (5381628)
Q12 “Is politeness different towards strangers than friends and relatives? In what way?”
‘The Chinese thought that,  between the family member, does not need always to say thanks, sorry, like
this appears very estranged (unfamiliar)’12 (5377183)

Also many other treatises on Chinese politeness mention this phenomenon. For example, even

in the quite short exchange Mao uses as example, there are several instances of intimate

friends refraining from using formal politeness:

bié kèqi le “don’t be polite”
bié zài kèqi le “don’t be polite again”

men tài kèqi le “You are too polite”
 zh nshì tài kèqi le “You truly are too polite”

 (Mao 1994, 475-6 & 481)

To  return  briefly  to  the  concept  of (propriety, politeness), Gu explains the Chinese

concept to be consisting of four underlying notions:

’Respectfulness’ is self’s positive appreciation or admiration of other concerning the
latter’s face, social status, and so on. ‘Modesty’ can be seen as another way of saying
‘self-denigration’. ‘Attitudinal warmth’ is self’s demonstration of kindness,
consideration, and hospitality to other. Finally, ‘refinement’ refers to self’s behaviour to
other which meets certain standards.

(1990, 239)

In our analysis of the results we have discussed three of these notions so far. Only ‘modesty’

we have not handled yet, but unsurprisingly, there are mentions of modesty as well in the

replies:

Q7 “What is a polite person like?”
’modest’13 (5398818)
Humble (5431191)
’humble’14 (5434152)

11

12

13

14
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This is another testimony to the fact that the cultural mindset behind the traditional notion of

has at least to some extent survived to present day in spite of all the modernizations taking

place in China each day.

In contrast, because of fewer face-related social constraints (cf. for example the lack of

collectivism and hierarchical society discussed in 4.1.) in the face dynamics, the Western

application of facework via politeness behaviour is less coloured by normative politeness.

Similarly  though,  out  of  necessity  (cf.  chapter  5),  face  relationships  do  affect  the  choice  of

politeness strategies in the Western context as well, but in this case the emphasis is more on

the word choice. According to the theorizing above, especially in asymmetrical relationships

the Chinese seem to have less of a choice on their modes of appropriate behaviour in relation

to  face,  but  are  more  obligated  to  behave  according  to  certain  social  norms  that  in  turn

reaffirm the social organization.

Thus in this section we have demonstrated the ways in which the face relationships,

greatly affected by the culture-specific ways of social organization discussed above in 4.1.,

are  then  of  crucial  importance  in  deciding  what  is  the  appropriate  way  to  signal  politeness

according to the current situation.

4.3. Social Relations (Politeness)

This  section  deals  mostly  with  the  ends  and  goals  for  acting  politely,  therefore  most  of  the

survey data for this section rely on replies to question 10. Apart from the social norms

discussed above, according to the research data, the motivation for being polite is often

surprisingly pragmatic. Simply put, the reason for behaving politely towards others is to make
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them  feel  good  and  leave  a  positive  (first)  impression,  thus  making  oneself  welcome  and

creating a good social relationship with them. This can then later on be of crucial importance

in deciding one’s successfulness in life. The reason for this emphasis is that due to the

collectivistic nature of the Chinese organization of social life, relationships to other people in

one’s  in-groups  is  of  paramount  importance.  Jia  (2001,  52)  goes  as  far  as  to  suggest  a

distinctly dominant role for relationships in the Chinese context: “in Chinese culture,

humanity is almost completely defined by a person’s sociality, that is, proper enactments of

social roles, morality, and social behaviour”. Examples of the importance of having good

social relationships are numerous among the replies:

Q10 “Is it important to act politely in society? Why?”
If you’re not polite enough no one will be willing to corporate with you. (5377710)
when others know you respect them,they mostly will polite to you back,it's important to survive in
society (5389294)
If one is not polite, then she or he can’t be successful in the society. (5393929)
As a social member politeness is in first place (5432174)
Important, creates a good social environment and the life circle for oneself (5445556)

Of course, politeness as the grease that lubricates the cogs of society in interpersonal

communication has been noted as one of its important functions in other cultures, and indeed

as a seemingly universal attribute of politeness in general. What makes the social relations

more important in the Chinese context is the way they (just like face concerns) permeate

almost  every  facet  of  social  life,  right  from  the  everyday  cycle  of  life.  Pan  (2000,  26)

compares this with other cultures: “To say that the Chinese emphasize guanxi does not mean

that personal connections are not important in other cultures. It means that guanxi in Chinese

culture is emphasized to the point that personal connections become a means for meeting the

needs and desires of everyday life”.

The research data also reveals another important facet of these interpersonal social

connections, in that they may have important end results for the speaker’s life:
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Q10 “Is it important to act politely in society? Why?”
maybe the most important thing for chinese is to learn and use polite in daily life. If a chinese want to
pursue better career, good quality life and perspective future. Because chinese people they life in such so-
called “group culture” “Polite” is one of tools to balance the relationship between “groups” and
“individuals” (5362685)
yes, by doing this, you can build up your own circle of friends that help you in your career in the
future -> success! (5420617)
people can choose between polite and impolite persons and it can be thus useful (5399695)
otherwise you are having difficult social relationship. not to be accepted even at work. (5366382)

Indeed, a lack of politeness (or impoliteness) did evoke quite surprisingly strong emotions in

the replies, to the effect that such people would not be welcomed or co-operated with:

Q8 “What is an impolite person like?”
’not welcome, inferior in human interaction’15 (5362055)
and people detest them16 (5403599)
’in interacting with other people lets them feel the loathing feeling and sense’17 (5445556)
’impolite person very much receive people’s disgust’18 (5396051)
’even so that people everywhere might push them out / expel them’19 (5421024)

Therefore, Jia sees the Chinese face practises as encompassing the social relations: “many

indigenous Chinese interpersonal concepts, such as guanxi and renqing and bao, are already

either explicitly or implicitly embraced in the concepts of lian/mian” (Jia 2001, 25).

The two new terms related to gu nxì in the above extract, rénqíng (‘human feelings’)

and (huí)bào (‘reciprocation’), as their very names suggest, are closely related to reciprocity.

Rénqíng can most commonly be given in a form of a favor to someone you have or wish to

have social relations with, and is a very frequently used term especially in the current profuse

literature on business gu nxì for investors in China. But in connection to our topic, rénqíng

can  be  given  in  the  form  of  appropriate  polite  behaviour  as  well.  The  recipient  then  ‘owes

rénqíng’ to the speaker, and needs to observe the principle of bào to return the favor (or in

this case the polite behaviour) accordingly. There should always be some balance in the

rénqíng relationship  of  people,  or  otherwise  harmony  cannot  be  maintained  and  chaos  will

15

16

17

18

19
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ensue. Of course some fluctuation will always be normal but in the long term imbalances will

not be tolerated and the gu nxì of the people will be in jeopardy.

This does not seem very different from the concept of ‘mutual face’ in western

terminology, where the action of one interlocutor in terms of face will invite similar action

from the other, whether in good (attending to face) or bad (face threat). In fact, this aspect of

face dynamics is commonly found in many cultures, at least where non-hierarchical

relationships are concerned. The survey data also often brings up the notion of reciprocity:

Q7 “What is a polite person like?”
The polite person shows the respect to others, and most of the time, can be respected by others (5430034)
’similarly you also hope others use same politeness in treating you’20 (5399695)
Q10 “Is it important to act politely in society? Why?”
one person can only be respected if they know how to respect others. (5363956)
Only the people who cares others will receive the same care (5378306)
it also goes both ways (5379503)
sure, when others know you respect them, they mostly will polite to you back (5389294)

Thus in this chapter we have identified two central motivations for being polite in the Chinese

context: the need for (interpersonal) harmony and the importance of social connections /

relationships. Keeping in mind our larger topic, these two are influenced by the ways of social

organization and the face systems therein.

4.4. Summary of Results

In this chapter we have presented the main themes that the replies had in common and

discussed their significance in relation to culture-specific face and politeness. We have also

discussed several researchers and theories from both the fields of Chinese and Western face

and politeness research and presented them in comparison of the results from this research, at

times coninciding and at times contrasting. Now we will briefly sum up the main points of

interest of this chapter.

20
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Beginning with the section labelled social organization, we indentified three commonly

recognised systems of organization characteristic of the Chinese society: collectivism,

hierarchy and separation of in-groups and out-groups. Such a mix of social organization is in

fact very common in the region of East and Southeast Asia overall, with many otherwise

unique cultures subscribing to a similar combination in terms of social organization. In

comparison, the Western societies are usually regarded as the opposite on all these terms, and

respectively subscribing to individualism, egalitarianism and less separation of in-groups and

out-groups instead. In reference to our first research question, all these three have direct and

natural consequences for face dynamics. A clear effect of collectivism on face relationships is

that just like with many other things in addition to face, the consideration for others often

takes precedence over the self in the collectivist society. The organization of the Chinese

society in a hierarchical fashion also influences Chinese face strongly, so that one’s position

in any given hierarchy within the society (be it in an organization, seniority at the workplace,

head of the family and so on) already sets the standard amount of one’s face for that position,

only subsequently to be affected by individual (or rather  personal) behaviour. Finally, the

often clear distinction made between other people as belonging either to one’s in-group (i.e.

family, co-workers and closest friends as the closest three groups, and many others at varying

points of social distance) or out-group (all others, with which one has least or no contact) is

also relevant to face relationships. These in-groups may have ‘mutual face’ that affects the

individual, and accordingly, changes to one’s face (gain or loss) is most relevant in the eyes of

one’s closest in-groups. Vice versa, the face of out-group members does not necessarily need

much attending to (especially so in fleeting, transactional or otherwise formulaic, scripted

events) and face loss under the eyes of fully out-group audience (i.e. total strangers) will not

be evaluated as severely. The presence of audience of course affects the behaviour of people
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in other cultures too. For example, the following extracts could very well be from any number

of cultures:

Example 1
Mother: Wie führst du dich auf vor den anderen Leuten! (How do you
behave in the presence of other people!) (Penzinger, 1985: 161)

Example 2
Mother: Stell dich nicht so blöd an, wenn Besuch da ist!
(Don’t behave so stupidly when we have guests!) (Penzinger, 1985: 122)

(Haumann, 2004, 83)

Secondly, under 4.2. Appropriacy, we discussed the factors that help members of the Chinese

society in deciding what is the appropriate way to behave. There were two main topics: norms

or ‘rules’ and appropriacy according to face. The former includes commonly known

unwritten  or  written  guidelines  stored  in  the  cultural  consciousness,  such  as n l o ài yòu

(‘respect the old and love the young’), principles of proper behaviour that are passed down the

generations through socialization and acculturation. In this context we also discussed the

traditional Confucian concept of (‘ritual propriety’), which is an antecedent for the modern

concept (‘politeness’). After that we discussed how the deciding factor for appropriacy in

many cases is the face relationship, to the extent that for Mao (1994, 463) for example,

appropriate attending to other’s miànzi and li n is considered to be the epitomy of Chinese

politeness. The replies confirmed this to some extent. Conversely, we found that the Western

societies do not have a similar traditional literature of a moral code as to face and politeness,

but are nonetheless constrained by other social variables, such as the ones suggested by

Brown and Levinson (1987): P (power), D (social distance) and R (weightiness of the face

threat).

Thirdly, under 4.3. Social relations, we attempted to locate the motivation or reasons for

acting politely. Besides the universally recognised need for social harmony, which is known

to be of especially high importance to Chinese, the social relationships (gu nxì) this
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appropriate polite behaviour can help build were given high value. In line with the collectivist

nature of the Chinese society, the individual cannot very well survive on their own, but needs

to be welcomed as a member of society that is willingly co-operated with. This can also be

seen as an indirect influence of the collectivist society, where participation as a member of

society is given supreme importance to the extent that one’s humanity seems to hinge on it

(Jia 2001, 52). The Western cultures are not as deeply concerned with this, and accordingly

impolite behaviour, though not certainly welcomed either, would in all probability not evoke

as powerful negative feelings and even cessation of social cooperation as was found with the

Chinese data. Indeed, in the Chinese context, impoliteness can incur the displeasure of or

even complete ousting from the surrounding society. The social relations that are gained in

behaving  politely  according  to  face  can  play  a  crucial  role  in  the  future  success  of  the

individual, helping them in securing good education, employment, accommodation and so on.

In this way, the social connections are not only of value as themselves, but can also later

prove to be of concrete benefit for both parties. Though social connections obviously exist in

the  West  too,  they  are  not  given  as  paramount  importance,  nor  are  they  put  to  use  as

dynamically as the Chinese do. Also, the western term ‘mutual face’ was again referred to, as

an another way to explain the Chinese terms rénqíng and (huí)bào. In short, both these

concepts describe the way that input (i.e. polite behaviour in this case) from one interlocutor

tends to invite similar input from the other(s). This is something both cultures basically share,

although they have different ways to explain the phenomenon.

Thus in this chapter we have identified several larger themes pertinent to each of our

research foci: culture, face and politeness. Some of the themes are directly or indirectly

related  to  one  or  two of  the  others,  or  overlap  in  other  words.  It  is  precisely  these  areas  of

overlap that capture our attention, keeping in mind that our objective was to look into i. What

is the connection between culture and the culture-specific concept of ‘face’? and ii. What is
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the connection between the culture-specific concept of ‘face’ and actual everyday polite

behaviour? As briefly mentioned in the beginning of chapter 4, the larger themes coincide

with the research foci, so that in theory we could claim that analoguous to ‘Cultureßà Face

ßà Politeness’, the results received here suggest that ‘Social Organization ßà

Appropriacy ßà Social relations’ in the current context. Such a relationship of interactive

systems may not be as true in other cultural contexts, but they do have some repercussions as

to the universal level of the three original concepts. Thus, in the next chapter we will discuss

the properties of the current research in wider context, and also its significance in relation to

face and politeness research or other related fields in general.
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5. Discussion

Utilizing several interrelated theories from a wide selection of face and politeness researchers

and comparing and sometimes contrasting them with the research data received via the

survey, we have demonstrated some important connections of culture and face and

subsequently face and politeness. In this chapter we need to discuss the applicability of these

results and the model to face and politeness research in general  and possibly some other

closely related fields.

Beginning with the wider applicability of these results, what this means in accordance

with our model (see fig.1 on page 18) is that after observing the culture-specific contents of

Chinese culture, face and politeness, we need to attempt to return to the more universal level

of generally accepted concepts, and discuss the relevance of our findings accordingly. Thus,

what was suggested by the analysis is that from the diverse set of meanings that are labelled

under the word culture, the most influential part of it to face relationships are the systems of

social organization. In our study it was collectivism and hierarchy that most coloured the

organization of face relationships in the Chinese society, but similarly it can be seen in many

of  the  western  cultures  how  the  heavy  emphasis  put  on  individualism  and  equality  (for

example in the United States) shape the face relationships in that context, conversely tilting

the balance back to facework strategies that reflect the individual’s needs. Since face

relationships are essentially a reflection of the position of self in relation to others, it should

be  no  surprise  that  systems  of  social  organization  are  closely  related  to  face,  since  both

basically  serve  the  same function.  In  any  case,  patterns  of  social  organization  are  one  clear

example of how culture controls face relationships and vice versa.
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The connections between face(work) and politeness are much more intricate and

complex.  Before  going  into  what  is  suggested  by  the  results  of  the  survey  and  to  their

applicability in this respect, it is worth briefly discussing the existing studies on the subject of

the relationship between face(work) and politeness. First of all, to open up the former a little

more, let’s consider what Ting-Toomey (1994) writes: “The underlying dimensions of face

are only social psychological or affective constructs. It is the link between face and the

strategies used to negotiate face [i.e. facework] that make the study of face an exciting area of

inquiry for communication scholars” (1994, 333). Tracy (1990, 210) also divides the two

along what one is and what the other does: “Whereas face references the socially situated

identities people claim or attribute to others, facework references the communicative

strategies that are the enactment, support, or challenge of those situated identities”. In other

words, explicating the concept of face is not of interest in communication studies only by

itself,  but  how  it  is  manifested  in  expressions  that  do  facework  is  more  important.  Another

distinction that has been contested to some extent is that relationship of face(work) and

politeness. While it is evident that the two are closely interrelated, it is the extent to which the

interrelatedness is taken which can cause misunderstanding. For example, Scollon seems to be

suggesting an equation between the two (1995, 36), a perspective that has received some

critique (for example Watts 2003). While we completely agree with Watts when he is saying

“Politeness Theory can never be fully equated with Face Theory” (2003, 117), we must also

insist that the opposite is not true either, that inevitably ‘Politeness Theory can never be fully

separated from Face Theory’. Out of necessity, the two are closely related, but there are also

cases where the one cannot directly explain the other. For example, insulting someone, while

being an expression of facework (although negative and very aggressive at that), can hardly

be explained by politeness. Similarly, as we mentioned earlier, politeness exceeding the

normative guidelines (for example, a sarcastic overdoing of it) could in fact be evaluated as a
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face threat instead, depending on the situation. The two concepts overlap, but only partially:

“Facework, in other words, consists partly, although by no means totally, of utterances that

are open to interpretation as ‘polite’ [… ] any utterances classified as linguistic (im)politeness

may be used in carrying out facework” (Watts 2003, 130 and 140). Politic behaviour as

proposed  by  Watts,  on  the  other  hand,  is  more  consistent  with  the  normative  guidelines  of

face demands.

Our findings on the relationship between face and politeness thus parallel the notion of

politic behaviour (=“linguistic behaviour which is perceived to be appropriate to the social

constraints of the ongoing interaction” (ibid, 19)). According to the results of the survey, in

the Chinese culture it was appropriacy (to face) that most influenced and controlled polite

behaviour. Although there can of course be other ‘social constraints’ in a given situation (for

example the context and the behavioural scripts associated with it), face is the common

denominator that appears in all situations. The culture’s overall orientation towards sensitivity

in face issues then decides the relative weightiness of these constraints, and in the case of a

highly face-sensitive society, such as the traditional Chinese (exemplified by the high

frequency of various face phrases in Chinese), it is often the face considerations that take

precedence over the others. In other cultures that are not as sensitive to face, such as the

Western, politeness behaviour may not be as socially constrained in relation to face

relationships. The difference in the sensitivity to face is exemplified by the fact that in the

English vocabulary, the most frequent terms are ‘save face’ and ‘lose face’ (cf. for example

Haugh 2003), with literally dozens more found in the Chinese lexicon (cf. for example the list

at the beginning of 2.1, and Yan 1995). Keeping in mind Fowler’s (1985, 65) claim that

“whatever is important to a culture is richly lexicalised” it can be clearly understood just how

influentical face can be in the Chinese society. At the same time it is good to return to what

we briefly touched upon earlier, that both situational and face factors may be intertwined so
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that the situation affects the face relationships in that context and those in turn influence

politeness behaviour. For example, a man’s position in his work organization may not be

important in his spare time among close friends, but at the workplace, his position to a great

extent defines his face relationship to the others. In such cases it is then both the situation and

the face dynamics that influence the appropriate polite behaviour towards him.

The  findings  and  discussion  on  the  relationship  of  culture,  face  and  politeness  in  the

sphere of Chinese culture in this thesis are not of course directly applicable to all other

cultures on a universal level. Nor were they meant to be, keeping in mind that the

observations at the level of content (cf. fig.1 on page 18) was intended to be culture-specific

to begin with. However, they do carry some implications for future research at the more

general level of concepts as well. Doing cross-cultural research on face and politeness, as we

have demonstrated on a very small scale above, can help to understand not only the contents

of them in the current context under scrutiny, but more importantly, in other cultural contexts

including one’s own from a fresh new perspective, and also may produce new innovations in

the research field in universal terms as well. Just as we have been advocating the concept of

face being the important link between culture and politeness, in a similar vein, we also

support the idea that research in face and facework could also act as an important middle

ground between cultural research and politeness research (cf. Chang & Holt quote in 2.6

above). Such cooperation among the related fields could potentially benefit all three.

We  must  also  briefly  consider  the  feasibility  of  comparing  cultural  concepts  from  the

equivalency perspective, i.e. if the concepts compared are essentially denoting the same thing,

or is the comparison already set off-balance from the start by some difference in the terms of

different languages? Let us now look back to the terms face and politeness in English and

miànzi/li n and mào in Chinese. Face is the easier of the two. As we remember, ‘face’ in

English is a direct translation of the Chinese concepts, both denoting also physionomical face,
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but also the social dimension. Although in English layman use, ‘face’ is mostly used in

phrases ‘lose face’ and ‘save face’, the social concept as borrowed from Chinese in the late

19th century, is essentially the same. However, the term ‘politeness’ is a more difficult one.

Although a direct translation of mào is indeed ‘politeness’, the morphological deconstruction

would be something like ‘social custom appearance’ which, as discussed in 4.2, refers to the

traditional concept of , or ‘ritual propriety’. Thus, to say that Chinese politeness is very

much coloured by normativeness would not be wrong as such, but conversely saying that

Chinese mào is very normative would be less surprising, considering what the Chinese term

denotes. Therefore we could say that part of the explanation of Chinese normative politeness

lies within the term mào. In this case it is evident how the nearly equivalent, but still slightly

different terms affect their contents as well. If the terms in different languages indeed are

directly translatable (as is the case with ‘face’ and miànzi/li n), then it is more evident that the

cross-cultural difference is the result of contents and not concepts, which would support our

hypothesis.
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6. Conclusion

As mentioned earlier, in the tradition of face and especially politeness research, universalist

views and theories have received more and more criticism in the modern day. One of the

targets of critique has been the high level of abstraction needed for a model to be able to

account  for  the  variety  in  polite  behaviour  across  different  cultures.  One  of  the  critics  has

been Watts, who argues that: “The problem is that individual evaluations of what constitues

polite and impolite behaviour and the ways in which instatations of (im)politeness are

assessed are so varied that researchers have preferred to abstract away from the kinds of

cultural, historical and social relativity” (Watts 2003, 47) Although our current model

includes a universal level (and the model as presented in Fig.1, as whole, assumes universal

applicability), we are not attempting to reach an exclusive theoretical definition of the

concepts face and politeness. Instead, for the model it suffices that such universal concepts are

assumed to exist, while the more important question are their functions. Parallel to Ting-

Toomey (1994, 333) above in chapter 5, we propose that the universal abstract concept of face

reveals its true value not in what it is (i.e.  how it  is  defined),  but rather in what it does (i.e.

how  it  functions),  especially  in  relation  to  culture  and  on  the  other  hand  in  relation  to

politeness. By observing ways in which face is constructed in different cultures and at the

same time looking into how such and such a cultural construct of face informs the polite

behaviour of the members of said culture, we may find new ways of understanding cultural-

relative politeness. Such an understanding is not merely descriptive anymore, unlike

stereotypical accounts such as ‘the Chinese are rude in routine transactional encounters’.

Instead, the understanding that takes into account the co-effect of the cultural system and face
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system has a better chance of explaining individual behaviour, and thus actually revealing

why such differences exist in cross-cultural politeness behaviour and not just what they are.

One important field where the above may very well have relevance in is education

in 2nd (foreign) language and subsequently intercultural communication competence (ICC). In

all  respects  of  2nd language learning, to become truly proficient it is always important to

understand the mechanics of the language, and not just the superficial form, and same goes

for understanding politeness behaviour. If one knows only the formulaic surface expressions

and does not understand their roots, the understanding of the system cannot be considered

very deep. On the other hand, when one has understood the reasons for such and such surface

examples of the underlying systems, one has the opportunity to begin forming own original

expressions that yet follow the underlying cultural guidelines. Thus, education should never

remain only at the surface level, but cultural dimensions and ways of thinking should also be

incorporated to truly deepen the students’ knowledge. What is more important is that along

with understanding of other cultures, the same understanding in regard to one’s own culture is

also given a point of reference. That is what intercultural competence is about.

Intercultural competence is not merely the interest in other cultural groups, or even deep

knowledge about them, although both can certainly help in acquiring it. Intercultural

competence refers to the challenging of our subjective world view we see as ‘natural’ because

of our deep socialization to it. As Janney and Arndt (1993, 30) argue: “By interacting with

other members of the culture in different situations throughout their lives, people acquire

broad frameworks of common knowledge, experience, expectations, and beliefs [...] Stored in

the  mind  in  the  form  of  global  assumptions,  these  frameworks  consist  of  standard

presuppositions about what culture normatively defines as ‘reality’, or ‘the way things are’ in

the world”. Given the early start from birth and years of socialization after that, such a world

view is very difficult to change later on, not least because it is often subconscious. Changing
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something one is not even aware of existing can be very challenging. Similarly, Bredella

(2003) writes: “Effective enculturation produces ways of being, doing and thinking that are so

deeply entrenched that they are automatic and we are simply unaware that our behaviour is

determined by these unconscious mechanisms” (2003, 226).

Thus, learning about other cultures and their ways of ‘being, doing and thinking’ can

awaken the learner to contemplate similar issues regarding their own culture, and in such a

way, bring previously subconscious patterns to the full attention. For example, as regards our

topic, learning about the way other cultures negotiate face and politeness, one can begin to

understand one’s own culturally constrained behaviour and see the reasons and motivations

behind normal everyday social encounters where face and politeness is negotiated.

Understanding others instils understanding of self. Therefore, while including also

intercultural attitudes and knowledge, it is the critical cultural awareness of the effect of both

other cultures and one’s own on individual thinking that is the epitomy of the ideal

interculturally competent person. As Byram (2001, 7) argues: “It is not the purpose of

[intercultural] teaching to try to change learners’ values, but to make them explicit and

conscious in any evaluative response to others”. So, in intercultural education, the goal is not

to make everyone’s worldview uniform to avoid misunderstandings, but instead to let

everyone retain their cultural relativity and only employing them with tools for understanding

them. Accordingly, the goal of cross-cultural research in face and politeness is not to reach

the elusive and exceedingly abstract universal theory that would be able to account for all

cultural variation at once, but rather by increasing knowledge about one culture’s approach to

face and politeness help in understanding others. Grasping the underlying reasons for certain

type of polite behaviour in a certain cultural context can go a long way, whether in doing

cultural research, 2nd language learning, increasing cultural knowledge or, indeed,
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understanding one’s own formerly subconscious cultural-relative system of face and

politeness behaviour.
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APPENDIX I: A web-based survey on face and politeness.

*The web survey can be found at http://www.questionpro.com/akira/TakeSurvey?id=633553
The link should be active until Aug 11, 2007, when the license at QuestionPro expires.
However, all the text is also presented below in its entirety.
______________________________________________________________________

WELCOME AND HAPPY NEW YEAR!
[note: the survey was released shortly after the Chinese new year, which this year fell on 17.2.07]

You are invited to participate in our survey about face and politeness, which has altogether
15 questions. It should not take more than 10-15 minutes to complete. Your participation in
this study is completely voluntary, and there are no ‘right’ or ‘wrong’ answers. You can start
now or read the details below.

Your survey responses will be coded and will remain confidential. If you have questions at
any time about the survey or the procedures, you may contact me by email at
mikko.setala(at)uta.fi.

I want to stress that I will not be making any value jugdements on Chinese or western
politeness, or try to decide which is better. I just want to learn Chinese people’s own view on
face  and  politeness,  and  not  just  what  the  books  have  say  about  it.  If  at  any  point  some
example (real or imaginary) pops to your mind, it would be very interesting to hear.

While the questions are in both languages, I prefer answers in Chinese. However, in the case
that your system does not allow you to type in Chinese, you can also answer in English. If you
don't understand the Chinese question (I'm still a beginner in Chinese) please refer to the
English one.

Thank you very much for your time and support. Please start with the survey now by clicking
on the Continue button below.

1. What is your gender?
    Nín de xìng bié?
  

2. Where do you study / work?
    Nín xiànzai zài n r xuéxí / g ngzuò?
  

3. How old are you?
    Nín de niánlíng?
  

(basic definitions)

4. What does miànzi mean?
    Miànzi shì shénme yìsi?

http://www.questionpro.com/akira/TakeSurvey?id=633553
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5. What does li nmiàn mean?
    Li nmiàn shì shénme yìsi?
  

6. What does politeness mean?
    (Y u) l mào shì shénme yìsi?
  ( ) 

7. What is a polite person like?
    Y u l mào de rén z nmeyàng?
  

8. What is an impolite person like?
    Méi y u l mào de rén z nmeyàng?
  

(society and socialization)

9. How does one learn to be polite? Who can teach one?
     Xué l mào z nmeyàng? Shuí k  ji o n ?

10. Is it important to act politely in society? Why?
      Y u l mào de ch  shì zhòng yào ma? Wèishénme?

(situational variation)

11. Is politeness at home different from politeness at the workplace? In what way?
      L mào zài ji  b  zài d nwèi z nmeyàng?

12. Is politeness different towards strangers than friends and relatives? In what way?
      Sh ng rén hé q ny u b  l mào shì z nmeyàng de?

13. Is politeness different towards young people than old people? In what way?
      Niánq ngrén hé l orén b  l mào shì z nmeyàng de?

(cross-cultural)

14. How would you compare Chinese politeness to English/American politeness?
      Zh ngguó rén de l mào b  Y ngguó/M iguó rén de l mào z nmeyàng?

15. Is Asian people’s politeness all alike? If not, how do they differ?
     Yàzh u rén de l mào y n d u yíyàng ma? Rúguò bù yíyàng, ch  bié zài n r?
  

Thanks again for taking the survey! I sincerely hope you have a great day!


